Proton magnetic resonance datal) in solid methane were analyzed by using the one parameter theory2) and the perturbation method. Assuming a single molecule as a unit of reorientation we obtained from the spin-lattice relaxation time the result shown in Fig.  1 , where loglo r c is plotted against reciprocal tem perature. r c decreases with increasing temperature and rather sudden alterations of the dominant mechanism for spin-lattice relaxation exist at about 20° K (A. transition), 65° K (anomaly not yet detected by thermal measurements) and 90° K (melting point). The linear character revealed in the. plot suggests that the dominant mechanism above 20° Kis a thermal jumping or tunnelling over some fixed pass, the height of which is estimated 
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Letters to the Editor Proton magnetic resonance datal) in solid methane were analyzed by using the one parameter theory2) and the perturbation method. Assuming a single molecule as a unit of reorientation we obtained from the spin-lattice relaxation time the result shown in Fig.  1 , where loglo r c is plotted against reciprocal tem perature. r c decreases with increasing temperature and rather sudden alterations of the dominant mechanism for spin-lattice relaxation exist at about 20° K (A. transition), 65° K (anomaly not yet detected by thermal measurements) and 90° K (melting point). The linear character revealed in the. plot suggests that the dominant mechanism above 20° Kis a thermal jumping or tunnelling over some fixed pass, the height of which is estimated pendently and collide with each other less frequently but more violently than in the former case. Below 20° K "e seems almost independent of temperature, which sugge~ts that each molecule is confined to its lowest group of levels, the width of which is small compared with k T. However, transition may occur inside this lowest group which corresponds to a tunnell. ing or flopping of each molecule among a number of equivalent potential minima. This is the reason why we have "e-IO-7 sec instead of "e-Xl (as expected in the rigid lattice). Another support of this idea is given by the fact that the observed line width is only about one half that of a fixed molecule. Spin spin· relaxation time is estimated by taking the adiabatic second moment of the absorption line, and is given by
where Vm is the maximum frequency of the molecular modes of motion which contribute to the observable local field. Two cases should be discriminated con· cerning Vm possibly in r"lation to the observing fre. quency. (1) When" e is long, the quasi.static or kinematical picture is observed. Local field due to magnetic interactions causes an adiabatic accerelation or decerelation of the main precession, which should be. detected as a shift or width of the resonance line. However, the effect of those modes which are higher than the applied frequency Vo is averged out over one cycle of the radiofrequency and cannot be detect.
ed. In this case we should take vm = ··vo. Assuming d=0.162, the line width is fairly reproduced when T<500 Kincluding its local characteristics (2) When "e becomes short, however, marked discrepancy appears between the kinematical picture and the observation (at about 50 ° K, where there is no anomaly in t"e). We can include this case too in the one parameter theory if we adopt a cooperative or correlated limit for V,," the procedure of Bloembergen et at. being one such example. Empirically we may take 1I",=e/(r2')". A good reproduction of the line width is obtained if we take e=0.184 and 1Z= 1.44 above 50° K. This set of values is satisfactory over two regions for which the dominant mechanisms of relaxation are different. (Fig. 2) Finally the method of perturbation was applied to calculate the entire shape of the absorption line below 20° A~ Assuming F 43m arrangement of molecul~s (which is supported by the entropy consi· deration") and taking account of the spin-rotational selective combination, we obtained the results shown in Fig. 3 , which is in close agreement with the experimental data observed4) at 1.9° I, and 4.2° K. Also where Vm is the maximum frequency of the molecular modes of motion which contribute to the observable local field. Two cases should be discriminated con· cerning Vm possibly in r"lation to the observing fre. quency. (1) When" e is long, the quasi.static or kinematical picture is observed. Local field due to magnetic interactions causes an adiabatic accerelation or decerelation of the main precession, which should be. detected as a shift or width of the resonance line. However, the effect of those modes which are higher than the applied frequency Vo is averged out over one cycle of the radiofrequency and cannot be detect.
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